How to Measure your Cushion for Wool Batting
Five reasons to use WOOL batting to wrap your latex foam cushion core:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

‘Softens the edges’ and fills out the cushion cover for a wrinkle-free finish.
Provides a natural ‘flame barrier’ between the outer fabric and the foam core.
Protects the foam from damaging UV light coming through the cover fabric.
Wool provides a thicker layer of protection than the standard ployester batting.
NaturalUpholstery.com’s wool is a natural product, sustainably produced using
sheep-friendly practices.

Follow the steps below to determine how much wool batting to buy to ‘book-wrap’ your
latex foam cushion core (see page 2 for an illustration of book-wrap).
Use the diagram below as a guide to measure your cushion dimensions:

Step 1: measure the dimensions of your cushion and record them here:
width =

, length =

, depth =

(all measurements are inches)

Step 2: enter the width & depth dimensions here:
2x

+2x
(width)

= total

(inches)

(depth)

Step 3: Use the total from Step 2 to determine which option to use below to
calculate how many inches to buy
Option 1: If the total from step 2 is 84 inches or less, then you will need:
1x
+2x
= total to buy
(inches)
(length)
(depth)
Option 2: If the total from Step 2 is greater than 84 inches, then you’ll need:
1x
+2x
= total to buy
(inches)
(width)
(depth)
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What is ‘Book-wrap’?
When using wool batting, the easiest and most economical method to wrap your
cushion is the ‘Book-wrap’, in which the entire batt is cut from a single piece of wool,
wrapped over the foam like a book cover, and stitched in place, as illustrated in the
diagrams below.

NaturalUpholstery.com’s wool batting is 84” wide and comes with a thin spun wool
backing that allows you to easily hand-stitch or staple the batting around your
cushion core. Be sure to watch the companion video “How to Measure your Cushion
for Wool Batting”.
Visit our online Shop to purchase wool and other natural upholstery materials.
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